Quantification of the effects of a ryanodine receptor channel mutation on interaction with a ryanoid.
Understanding the nature of the interaction of the plant alkaloid ryanodine with its receptor channel (RyR) is important to aid interpretation of physiological studies and provide structure-function information about RyR. We present here the first quantitative description of the relative single-channel kinetic effects of a single-point mutation in RyR2. We exploit the well-characterized ryanoid 8beta-amino-9alpha-hydroxyryanodine that displays reversible kinetics with RyR2. We explicitly show that the effect of the Q4863A mutation is to increase the apparent dissociation constant by increasing the apparent dissociation rate of the ryanoid. The voltage-dependence of the interaction displays no change. We infer that Q4863 is not involved with the voltage-drop but is able to influence ryanoid-bound structural changes. We discuss structural mechanisms by which this mutation could affect ryanoid interaction.